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The wait is over! Ever since the conclusion of Avatar: The Last Airbender, its millions of fans
have been hungry for more&mdash;and it's finally here!This series of digests rejoins Aang and
friends for exciting new adventures, beginning with a faceoff against the Fire Nation that
threatens to throw the world into another war, testing all of Aang's powers and ingenuity!* The
continuation of Airbender and the link to its upcoming sequel, Legend of Korra!* Written by Gene
Luen Yang, author of the National Book Award-nominated American Born Chinese.

About the AuthorGene Luen Yang began drawing comic books in the fifth grade. In 1997, he
received a Xeric Grant for Gordon Yamamotoand theKing of the Geeks, his first comics work. He
has since written and drawn a number of titles, including Level Up and Prime Baby. American
Born Chinese, his first graphic novel from First Second, was a National Book Award finalist, as
well as the winner of the Printz Award and an Eisner Award. He also won an Eisner for The
Eternal Smile, a collaboration with Derek Kirk Kim. --This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.
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Kimberly Smith, “Why am I just discovering these???. I’m a huge fan of the series. I’ve watched
the three seasons numerous times. But in an online search for something ATLAB related I came
across these little gems. Wow!!! I felt like I was brought back to the Avatar universe reading
these. The first one, I’ll admit, was a little rough around the edges. But the nostalgia attached
kept my interests piqued. I can’t wait to indulge in the rest of the series. This is such an amazing
addition. I share this with my son as well who also enjoyed the series. I shared it with him when
he was old enough to indulge. Both he and I finished the first three books the evening they
arrived. They won’t disappoint those who enjoyed the original series.”

Nova7o9, “A slow start, but the beginning of a great series!. This is the first issue of a great
series! Off to a slow start, the drawings get better as the story goes, as well as the dialogue. As a
matter of fact the second issue features many moments that seem like they come straight out of
the show. If you love the series, I highly recommend these comics.The comic series is broken up
to 3 issues per storyline. I found this first storyline to be kind of like the author just getting their
feet wet in the Avatar universe. The second story, The Search, is where it really starts to get
good. But I still recommend the Promise just so you can be treated to Toph's Metal Bending
school. It's perfect! There are also some other story elements that you might be sorry you
missed if you skip ahead.And, I know it's noted elsewhere, but the creators of the show work
closely with the creation of this series as well.”

Julia, “Awesome continuation of an awesome series. I think that Avatar: the Last Airbender is
one of the best animated shows of all time. I read this graphic novel sequel story cautiously, as I
was emphatically not a fan of the Legend of Korra sequel series, and I expected any additional
stories to disrespect the fantastic world and characters and details of the Airbender series.BOY,
did I love this series!!! I have a few things I wish were different -- I actually wish that Azula -didn't-
join the group, I liked that she was sort of "left broken" at the end of the Airbender series, as an
example. But that's pretty nitpicky, honestly. This series is fantastic. This brings up all the "what's
next?" questions I had at the end of the Airbender show. Of course Prince Zuko is going to have
struggles as a political leader now, and this series shows all of that stress and all of the hard
choices he's faced with. Of course there are challenges with blending families. This series is
smart, mature, funny, and doesn't take the easy way out with any of the issues it tackles -- issues
affecting smaller groups, and issues affecting huge-world-scale stuff.”

Greg Miller, “For the love of Avatar.. Let's get this out of the way. I love the shoe. I must have
watched it all the way through every year for years. So, I finally broke down and bought this first
comic. I actually think this show translates to the comic medium well. The artwork is vibrant and
true to the characters from the show. Some reviews stated that the dialogue was left wanting, but
I thought it was fun. There are some Toph and Sokka moments that are right on point. The one



gripe I had was that some panels the artwork suffered and wasn't consistent.”

Neel, “Enjoyable to Read. The Promise Part 1 is an enjoyable read for anyone who has watched
Avatar the Last Air Bender. It is the first of the promise trilogy and aids the connection between
the Legend of Korra and ATLA. It continues the life of Aang, Katara, Zuko, Sokka, Toph, Mai,
Suki, Iroh and Ozai.This trilogy is named the promise because of the relationship that Zuko and
Aang have after the war. In his "clearest state of mind", Zuko asks the Avatar to end him should
Zuko become like his father. The books revolves around this Promise. Overall, the books are
very similar to the TV show. They both have similar humor and the characters look almost the
same.I found that you can read/"watch" the comics on youtube. However, I suggest that you
purchase the book because no video can capture how high quality the drawings are. In my
opinion, it is worth it to buy the book.My only complaints are not large issues. Firstly, I found the
book to be too short. It takes maybe 10-20 minutes to read. If it was presented on television; I
believe that it might take 2 episodes to complete (30 minutes each). Although this is expected
because it is an anime book, I was disappointed when it was over so quickly. Also, I didn't like
the new ways Katara and Aang display affection for one another. When both of them repeatedly
call each other sweetie, it is not only annoying but rather a break of character from what we used
to know them to be. Also, on pg. 50 and 51 Katara states the sentence:"Stop-trying-to-set-my-
boyfriend-on-fire"The reason I used dashes in between each word was because the writer
devoted a a whole slide for one word. I found this to be a waste of space and something that I
would never see Katara do in the Television series.An interesting thing I discovered was that in
the Legend of Korra, Tenzin's bison is named Oogie. I suspect this comes from Sokka
repeatedly calling Aang and Katara's PDA, Oogie.Generally, it was fun to read and had a very
similar mindset to Avatar the Last Airbender.”

Mr. Roy Williams, “Wheels on fire ...? No,it's a nation.. The Avatar series both old and new are
great and rarely,if ever,disappoint.Yeah yeah,I know,it's about Zuko...,again but still,it's all good.I
like Toph and her down to earth attitude,the way she explains fireworksto Sokka.Not forgetting
the lovely Katara and the way she levels her attackerswhen she and Aang visit Yu Dao.It started
with Katara just wanting to put outthe small fire in Aang's clothing,ha ha.All great stuff with the
usual battles,failed diplomacy,and family 'doom and gloom'.Excellent artwork of course and
some great dialoque along with the renowned facialexpressions.Women worriors make up at
least 50% of the characters and deservedly so.What would Avatar be without the Women
worriors,right ?So 10/10 for Avatar,the last airbender,as if anything less than 10 was even
possible...”

EpicDom, “Pleasantly surprised by the book. I had only just recently got into Avatar (I know, I'm
really late) and I've been absolutely addicted to it. I was left feeling some what empty after I
finished the series and I have been keeping up to date with Legend of Korra but it's just not the



same. I decided to purchase this book as I heard it was a bridge between the two series. I have
to say I absolutely enjoyed it because all the characters were as lively as ever that I could
imagine how they sounded in my head. I managed to get my boyfriend to start watching the
series too and he read all of this in less than an hour. He said he wished this was made into an
episode.I've taken a star off because I was disappointed at how short this was for the price. I'm
suppose to pay £6-7 for each part that I could read in half an hour. I know this is fully coloured as
opposed to black and white manga but I feel that the content didn't warrant the price. However,
I'm still a sucker and I'll be eagerly awaiting the next instalment since it does take roughly 6
months for each part to be released.”

Laura J., “Absolutely fantastic! They could be a bit longer. Absolutely fantastic! They could be a
bit longer, but I hope the writers will come up with many more... the stories are just brilliant. My
partner and I (both adults) loved the series and now we discovered the comics. I have never
been a comic person and I absolutely LOVE it.A lot of people will think this is just a kids series
but its very political, extremely fun, sometimes very moving and a bit spiritual as well. I think this
is great for both, adults and children!”

james hall, “Great books. The Nephew loves these, after watching the show on Netflix i knew its
always a good way to keep them reading  ”

Jay Boulton, “Great Stuff. Having just finished the series of The Last Airbender and not being
quite ready to delve into Legend of Korra, I went on a hunt to find material to extend my
enjoyment of the old show, and The Promise seemed to be received quite positively, so I thought
I'd give this a shot.After reading, I can say it's really great! As an avid fan at this point I was
keeping my eyes and fanboy-sense peeled for anything that was out of order with the canon, or
things likes characters doing/saying things they wouldn't in the show, and it was pretty tight! It
was co-written by the show's creators though, so that'll be why. It definitely does the job nicely of
extending the series, and so far it's set up an interesting plot - one that isn't just black and white,
good and evil, which is always nice to see. As long as they stay on track and stay true to the
world of the show as they have so far, this is going to end up being an awesome set of books
that I look forward to reading.The only things I'm not thrilled about is that the books are being
released very slowly (luckily I chose the right time to buy this one, since book 2 is coming out
this month, but after that I'll have to wait with the rest of the fandom), so the story's going to be
left hanging and incomplete for long stretches of time, which is unfortunate because it's going to
leave a nagging feeling in the back of my mind for months (especially after the actual ending of
TLA rounded the story off so nicely). That, and Amazon's price is a little high considering how
short the book is (I tried to pace myself to make it last but it's hard not to finish the whole thing in
20-30 minutes, no exaggeration).Still, lovely art that really pops, nice writing, I look forward to
more! Definitely worth a buy if you miss the TLA characters like I do.”



The book by Gene Luen Yang has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 2,635 people have provided feedback.
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